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Executive Summary

This report gives an overview of a project funded by the Australian Commission for Quality and Safety in Health Care and Queensland Health to investigate the design and use of observation charts in recognising and managing patient deterioration, including the design and evaluation of a new adult observation chart that incorporated human factors principles.

The project involved the following five phases:

Phase 1: A heuristic analysis of 25 existing patient observation charts from around Australia and New Zealand, designed to systematically review human factors problems in those charts.

Phase 2: An online survey of health professionals intended to illicit opinions on the design of patient observation charts.

Phase 3: Design of a new observation chart: the Adult Deterioration Detection System (ADDS) chart using the outcomes of Phase 1 and Phase 2.

Phase 4: A behavioural experiment to compare the ADDS chart with four existing charts in terms of participants’ ability to detect abnormal observations.

Phase 5: A behavioural experiment to compare the ADDS chart with four existing charts in terms of participants’ ability to record patient data.

The outcomes of each of these phases are described in detail in separate reports available from the Australian Commission for Safety and Quality in Health Care. In this report, we bring together a summary of each of these phases, together with general conclusions and recommendations arising from this research.

Overall, the results of the experiments supported the use of the human factors principles of chart design derived from the heuristic analysis, with the better designed charts yielding fewer errors by participants (aggregating across both experiments). The ADDS chart significantly outperformed all of the existing charts, and so we recommend the use of the ADDS chart as best practice from a human factors perspective.
General Background

Improving the recognition and management of patients who deteriorate whilst in hospital is a priority both at the national and state level. The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC) has launched a national program for ‘Recognising and Responding to Clinical Deterioration’ (1). In parallel, Queensland Health’s Patient Safety Centre has released a strategy options paper discussing gaps in the recognition and management of the deteriorating patient (2).

Changes in physiological observations or ‘vital signs’ commonly precede serious adverse events such as cardiac or respiratory arrest, unplanned Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission, or unexpected death (3-8). Several studies report that derangements in vital signs are observable up to 48 hours before the adverse event (3, 5, 6, 9). This suggests that if deterioration is recognised early and appropriately managed, then complications arising from delays could be reduced (e.g. morbidity, unexpected ICU admissions, extended length of stays in hospital), and some serious adverse events could potentially be avoided altogether (11-12).

Paper-based observation charts are the principal means of recording and monitoring changes to patients’ vital signs. However, vital signs are not always correctly recorded or appropriately acted upon (3, 6, 9, 13). The design of the observation charts themselves may contribute to failures in the ability of medical and nursing staff to record vital signs and recognise deterioration.

There is considerable variation in the design of observation charts in current use in Australia. They vary in both the number and selection of vital signs monitored. Observation charts also exhibit diversity in the way in which they display information. For instance, respiration rate may be displayed on one chart as a row containing boxes in which to write the number of breaths taken by a patient per minute at each time-point, while on another chart it may be plotted as a graph over time. Finally, observation charts also vary in the degree to which they incorporate track and trigger systems based on clinical criteria to help users recognise a deteriorating patient and respond appropriately.

There is presently a lack of empirical research on the design and use of observation charts. In Australia, observation charts tend to be designed at the local hospital or individual health service area level, resulting in a nationwide duplication of effort (2). Some observation charts appear to have been trialled in specific wards before full implementation or evaluated by means of a staff survey. Rigorous empirical evaluation is lacking in most cases.

There are indicative findings that efforts to improve the design of observation charts can produce benefits for patients, staff, and the hospital. In the United Kingdom, Chatterjee et al. carried out an empirical evaluation of 5 observation charts in use at a district general hospital (14). They reported that the design of the charts had a significant effect on the ability of staff to recognise patient deterioration (with a detection rate as low as 0% for one vital sign), and that no single existing chart was best for all vital signs. As a result, they designed and implemented a new chart incorporating a track and trigger system. They found that there was a significant improvement in staff’s ability to recognise deterioration (all detection rates over 90%), after the re-design and implementation of the
new chart. Their new chart produced improvements in the detection of four forms of deterioration, hypoxia (45% increase in detection), tachypnoea (41% increase in detection), tachycardia (29% increase in detection), and fever (16% increase in detection). A recent Australian project to improve the early detection of patient deterioration, which included improvements to observation chart design (together with other interventions such as training), was found to produce statistically significant gains in the frequency of recording vital signs, as well as decreasing unplanned ICU admissions, decreasing the rate of cardiac arrests, and decreasing the rate of hospital deaths (15).

**Phase 1: Heuristic Analysis of 25 Australian and New Zealand Adult General Observation Charts**

The aim of the first phase of the project was to evaluate the quality and extent of design problems in a sample of 25 existing observation charts from Australia and New Zealand (16).

The evaluation was completed using a technique for systematically identifying design problems known as heuristic analysis. In such an analysis, the main output is a list of usability problems identified by evaluators’ expert judgment. A total of 1,189 usability problems were identified in the 25 observation charts. Usability problems were identified as affecting the observation charts’ page layout, information layout, recording of vital signs, integration of track and trigger systems, language and labelling, cognitive and memory load, use of fonts, use of colour, photocopying legibility, and night-time legibility.

In compiling lists of the various usability problems present in the observation charts reviewed, the report detailing the outcomes of the heuristic analysis can be regarded as a de facto manual for designing better observation charts. We have also produced an advice sheet for chart designers (available from the Australian Commission for Safety and Quality in Health Care), which brings together the key points. No other such guide presently exists to help those charged with designing observation charts.

**Phase 2: An Online Survey of Health Professionals’ Opinions Regarding Observation Charts**

The aim of the second phase of the project was to gauge the opinions of the population who actually use observation charts (17).

We recruited a large sample of health professionals (N = 333) to answer general questions about the design of observation charts and specific questions about nine observation charts. The participants reported using observation charts daily, but only a minority reported having received any formal training in the use of such charts.

In our previously-reported heuristic analysis of observation charts, we found that the majority of charts included a large number of abbreviations. In this survey, participants were asked to nominate
which term they first thought of when seeing particular abbreviations. Most abbreviations were overwhelmingly assigned the same meaning. However, some abbreviations had groups of participants nominating different terms. Participants were also asked to nominate their preferred terms for 9 vital signs that commonly appear on observation charts. For some vital signs, there was a high level of agreement as to which term was easiest to understand; however, for other vital signs, there was no clearly preferred term.

Participants were also asked about their chart design preferences both in terms of (a) recording observations and (b) detecting deterioration. In both instances, participants preferred the option to “Plot the value on a graph with graded colouring, where the colours correspond to a scoring system or graded responses for abnormality”. Participants’ preference was in line with what a human factors approach would recommend (i.e., charts with a colour-coded track and trigger system).

In the final sections of the survey, participants were first asked to respond to 13 statements regarding the design of their own institution’s current observation chart, and then to respond to the same 13 statements for one of nine randomly-assigned observation charts. The nine observation charts included the ADDS chart and eight charts of “good”, “average”, or “poor” design quality from the heuristic analysis.

Participants’ mean aggregated rating across the 13 items for their institution’s current observation chart was close to the scale’s mid-point, 3 = neutral. For the assigned charts, there was a statistically significant effect of chart type on the aggregated rating. The a priori “poor” quality charts were each rated as having a significantly poorer design compared to each of the other charts (collectively, the a priori “average” and “good” quality charts). There was partial support for our hypothesis that health professionals would rate the “good” charts as having better design, compared to the “average” and “poor” charts.

In conclusion, the online survey served two main purposes. First, it collected quantitative data on health professionals’ general preferences regarding aspects of the design of observation charts. This information informed the design of the ADDS chart and could also be used by other chart designers to produce more user-friendly hospital charts. Second, the online survey enabled health professionals to rate the design of the new ADDS chart as well as eight existing charts of varying quality. Overall, health professionals agreed with our human factors-based rating with regards to the “poor” quality charts. However, the health professionals did not differentiate between the “average” and “good” quality charts in their ratings.

Phase 3: The Development of the ADDS Chart

Using the information obtained from the heuristic analysis, a new chart was designed by combining what were considered to be the best design features of existing charts (18). The chart was largely based on: (a) The Prince Charles Hospital chart (Brisbane, Queensland), which in turn was based on the Compass chart developed at The Canberra Hospital, and (b) the Children’s Early Warning Tool (CEWT) paediatric chart developed at Royal Children’s Hospital, Brisbane, Queensland. The new
chart was named the Adult Deterioration Detection System (ADDS) chart and incorporated the following features designed to minimize the design problems that might lead to human error in both recording and interpreting patient data (see Appendices A and B to view both versions of the ADDS chart). Note that the key function of the ADDS chart was to detect patient deterioration, rather than to act as a general observation chart.

- The ADDS chart featured both a single parameter and a multiple parameter colour-coded track and trigger system to facilitate the detection of deterioration. The single parameter system (in which a medical emergency response was required when any single patient vital sign exceeded a given range) had the advantage of simplicity of use. The multiple parameter system (in which vital signs were scored using a colour-coded key and scores were summed to give an overall indication of the patient’s condition) was potentially more sensitive to deterioration and could lead to earlier detection of deterioration or fewer false alarms.

- Chart colours were chosen such that colour density correlated with the extent to which the patient’s vital signs were outside the normal range (apart from being an intuitive progression, this strategy would aid colour-blind users).

- All information required for use (for example, the colour key, the medical emergency criteria, and the actions to be taken when different levels of deterioration were detected) was provided on the same page as the vital signs data. This was in order to reduce cognitive load (for example, to avoid the user having to retain vital sign data in memory while turning the page to access more information).

- Terms and abbreviations used on the chart were selected in part based on the preferences expressed among a large sample of health professionals.

- Only vital signs considered to be the most important for detecting deterioration were included on the chart. If additional information had been included, this less important information would potentially compete with the more important information for the user’s attention.

- Each vital sign was presented as a separate graph. Many existing charts either displayed data numerically (making it difficult to see data trends and hence making deterioration harder to detect) or included graphs with multiple vital signs plotted on the same graph area (increasing visual clutter, and potentially making deterioration harder to detect).

- The most critical vital signs were placed towards the top of the page, as this is where users would look first. Most existing charts did not follow this practice.

- Scales were labelled on both the left and right of each graph and bold vertical lines were placed every 3 columns. These features were designed to minimize the chance of users reading from the wrong column or row.
There was space to record modifications to vital sign thresholds. This information was placed so that it would be in view when a user first picked up the chart.

There were two versions of the ADDS chart produced (see Appendices A and B). The first version contained a look up table to determine the ADDS score for systolic blood pressure (positioned to the right of the blood pressure graph). This table allowed the cut-offs for the scoring system to be tailored to a patient’s usual systolic blood pressure. Chart users have to circle the column in the table corresponding to a patient’s usual systolic blood pressure and then must match the patient’s current systolic blood pressure to this column to determine the ADDS score. The second version of the ADDS chart did not include this look up table and instead assumed that patients’ usual systolic blood pressure is 120 mmHg. ADDS scores for systolic blood pressure are determined from the colour coding as per the other vital signs. The first version of the chart (with the table) provided a potentially more accurate indicator of deterioration because of the tailored systolic blood pressure cut-offs. However the second version of the chart (without the table) was potentially easier to use. Both versions of the chart were included in subsequent studies.

Phase 4: Detecting Abnormal Vital Signs on Six Observation Charts: An Experimental Comparison

Both the heuristic analysis and the online survey are opinion-based studies. That is, it is possible that the opinions expressed, as to which aspects of chart design are best, are incorrect. Hence it was critical to conduct empirical work to verify the findings.

In Phase 4, we conducted the first of two experiments designed to measure the performance of the charts directly under controlled conditions (19). This study focussed on measuring the errors made by chart users when making a judgement as to whether a set of vital sign observations were normal or abnormal. We compared performance on six charts (two versions of the ADDS chart and four existing charts). Novices (individuals who were unfamiliar with patient charts) and health professionals (doctors and nurses) were recruited as participants. Each chart design was shown to each participant four times displaying physiological data with one abnormal vital sign (e.g. a high systolic blood pressure), and four times displaying normal physiological data. Participants had to classify the physiological data on the charts as “normal” or “abnormal” (they were made to memorize the normal ranges for each vital sign). Error rates (the proportion of trials where participants made an incorrect normal/abnormal judgement) and response time (the time to read the chart and make the judgement) were measured.

Results indicated that chart design had a statistically significant effect on both error rates and response time, with the charts identified as having better design tending to yield fewer errors and shorter decision times. Specifically the two versions of the ADDS chart outperformed all the existing charts on both metrics, where the other charts yielded between 2.5 and 3.3 times the number of errors as the ADDS chart. There was no significant difference between novices and health professionals in error rates for any chart, but the health professionals were significantly faster at
making their decisions for the no track and trigger charts. There was no significant difference between doctors and nurses for either of the two performance measures for any of the charts.

Figure 1: Percentage errors in detecting abnormal vital signs for the six charts. Error bars are standard errors of the mean. Note, SBP = systolic blood pressure.

Figure 2: Response times in seconds (to reach decision about whether vital signs were normal or abnormal) for the six charts (error bars are standard errors of the mean). Note, SBP = systolic blood pressure.
These data indicated that differences in the design of observation charts can have a profound impact on chart users’ decisions regarding patients’ observations as well as the time it takes to make such decisions. It appeared that the ADDS chart was significantly better than other currently available charts in this regard.

**Phase 5: Recording Patient Data on Six Observation Charts: An Experimental Comparison**

The second experiment focussed on another aspect of chart use where error is also likely to be important: when users are recording data. In this study, novice and professional participants recorded real patient data into the six charts over an extended period in a simulated hospital ward, where they were given the task of monitoring six simulated patients (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3: A patient bed in the simulated hospital ward, with an individual recording vital signs onto one of the six charts under review.](image)

Each patient’s vital signs were shown on a computer display by the patient’s bedside, and participants were required to record the observations onto one of the six charts (each participant was randomly assigned a different chart to complete for each patient). The simulation was carried out in as realistic an environment as possible, including low lighting and background noise distraction. Results demonstrated that, contrary to the first study, the charts considered to be of poorer design yielded the fewest errors (presumably because recording data on these charts involved simply transcribing numbers from the display rather than converting those numbers into a graph). The more complex charts yielded the highest number of errors, where the two versions of the ADDS charts generated the fourth and fifth highest number of errors. However, the magnitude of the error rates was much smaller than in the first study: the worst-performing chart yielded 2.3%
errors while the best-performing chart yielded 0.2% errors. That is, it appears that the process of recording data is overall far less prone to error than the process of detecting abnormal vital signs (see Figure 4 for results).

![Figure 4: Percentage of recording errors made on the six charts (error bars are standard errors of the mean). Note that the vertical scale (0-45) has been selected to allow direct comparison with Figure 1: a version of this graph with a shorter scale for improved readability can be viewed in the individual report for this study, also available from the Commission). Also note, SBP = systolic blood pressure.](image)

We also investigated the percentage of errors introduced by the scoring systems used by charts with multiple parameter track and trigger systems (these are systems which involve users having to score each vital sign according to a colour-coded key and add up these scores to generate an overall score for each patient, designed to reflect their overall physiological state). The errors associated with scoring these systems were found to be low (see Figure 5), indicating that concerns that such systems may introduce substantial errors into the process appear to be unfounded. Both versions of the ADDS chart were associated with fewer scoring errors than the existing multiple parameter track and trigger system chart.
Conclusions and Recommendations

The aim of this project was to investigate the design of adult observation charts using a human factors approach, and to design and evaluate a new chart incorporating human factors principles. To fulfil this brief, we developed a systematic approach to evaluating existing chart design, which involved applying a procedure adopted from the human-computer interface literature, known as heuristic analysis (16). Heuristic analysis involves the identification and documentation of design problems in a range of systems are systematically identified and documented by a panel of trained evaluators, using a pre-defined series of design heuristics. To our knowledge, this is the first time that heuristic analysis has been applied to the design of paper charts. A new chart (the ADDS chart) was developed by combining the features of the best existing charts, as well as avoiding key design problems in existing charts.

It should be noted that the outcomes of the heuristic analysis were based on opinion (albeit the opinion of trained experts), which in principle could be wrong. We considered it critical to empirically test whether the new chart could outperform existing charts (particularly those identified as being of poor design), in terms of reducing user error rates and response times. We carried out two experiments (19, 20) to compare the performance of six observation charts (two versions of the ADDS chart and four existing charts, determined in the heuristic analysis as having designs ranging from good to poor). The outcomes of these experiments also served as a test of our
general approach to evaluating chart design. For example, if the charts identified as poorly designed performed the best then this would raise questions about the effectiveness of our approach.

The results of the first experiment (19), in which participants were asked to judge whether real patient data was abnormal or normal (based on given normal ranges), strongly supported the hypothesis that design quality, as determined in the heuristic analysis, would affect user performance. Charts determined to be better designed outperformed charts determined to be more poorly designed, both in terms of user errors (e.g. indicating a patient’s vital signs were within normal ranges when they were not) and in speed of making the judgement. Specifically the two versions of the ADDS charts outperformed the four existing charts by a considerable margin. Another key feature of the data was the substantial magnitude of error rates (see Figure 1). For example, around 1 in 3 judgements were incorrect for the most poorly performing chart, despite the experiment being carried out under good lighting, with no distracters, and with participants being aware that their performance was being monitored.

The second experiment (20) was designed to investigate errors that could occur during the recording of data onto the chart (rather than errors made in interpreting the data). In contrast to the first experiment, the second experiment found that the more poorly designed charts tended to yield fewer errors. This was likely to be because the most poorly designed charts involved a simpler recording process. However, also notable was the comparatively low error rates generated for all the charts (despite this experiment being carried out under realistically sub-optimal conditions, including low light, auditory distracters, and an extended duration). The results suggested that the design quality indicators identified in the heuristic analysis were more focussed on improving the ease of interpreting patient data possibly at the expense of the ease of recording patient data. However, the high error rates observed when detecting abnormal vital signs in the poorly designed charts compared with the low error rates observed when recording data suggest that this trade-off was an appropriate one.

In order to decide which of the charts should be recommended as best practice overall, it was necessary to aggregate the findings from both studies. We have calculated aggregate errors using the following procedure:

(a) We calculated the **proportion of correct judgements** about whether an observation was normal or abnormal, assuming that the recorded data was completely accurate (using data taken from the detecting abnormal vital signs experiment).

(b) We calculated the **proportion of the data that was correctly recorded** into each of the charts (from the results of the recording data experiment).

(c) We worked out the **proportion of the data that was both correctly judged and correctly recorded** by multiplying the outcomes of steps (a) and (b).

(d) We subtracted the outcome of step (c) from 1 to give an **overall error rate** for each chart.

(e) We converted the rate into a percentage by multiplying by 100.
The results of this procedure can be seen in Table 1. Note that it is not possible to conduct statistical tests on these data because participants were not matched between the two studies.

### Table 1: Overall errors for the six charts based on aggregating the findings from both the “detecting unstable vital signs” experiment and the “recording data” experiment, without adjusting for scoring errors on the multiple parameter track and trigger charts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percent errors overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDS with SBP table</td>
<td>11.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDS without SBP table</td>
<td>13.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parameter track and trigger chart</td>
<td>25.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple parameter track and trigger chart</td>
<td>25.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No track and trigger graphical chart</td>
<td>31.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No track and trigger numerical chart</td>
<td>32.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. SBP = systolic blood pressure.*

In order to attempt to judge the effect of scoring errors introduced via multiple parameter track and trigger systems (in the two ADDS charts and the existing multiple parameter track and trigger chart), we also performed a calculation where we derived the overall accuracy rate by multiplying the proportion of the data that was both correctly judged and correctly recorded ((a) x (b)) by the proportion of correct track and trigger system scores. For charts with no multiple parameter track and trigger system, the correct scoring rate was entered as 1. The outcomes of this calculation can be viewed in Table 2.

### Table 2: Overall errors for the six charts based on aggregating the findings from both the “detecting unstable vital signs” experiment and the present study, adjusting for scoring errors on the multiple parameter track and trigger charts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percent errors overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDS with SBP table</td>
<td>12.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDS without SBP table</td>
<td>13.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parameter track and trigger chart</td>
<td>25.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple parameter track and trigger chart</td>
<td>27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No track and trigger graphical chart</td>
<td>31.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No track and trigger numerical chart</td>
<td>32.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. SBP = systolic blood pressure.*

In conclusion, it appears that, overall, the behavioural data still favour the two versions of the ADDS chart, which generated between 2-3 times fewer errors than all four existing charts. It also indicates that despite the simpler charts (without track and trigger systems and using largely numerical data) generating fewer errors during data recording, they nonetheless remain the most problematic overall in terms of users making clinical decisions about the health of their patients.
In addition, the results validate our overall approach to evaluating and designing such charts, in that the overall error rates of each chart map onto the rank order of chart by perceived design quality. We would therefore recommend that our overall process should also be used when developing other charts, especially if the decisions resulting from the data recorded on such charts are considered to be important.
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Appendix A: The ADDS chart with SBP table

Note: Chart is printed at A3 size double-sided. The chart is updated from the version used in the “detecting abnormal vital signs” study, with horizontal bold lines added to the blood pressure graph to minimize row shift errors.
Appendix B: The ADDS chart without SBP table

Note: Chart is printed at A3 size double-sided